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PLANNING SMART
BUILDING STRONG®







Hyunsoo Leo Kim / The Virginian-Pilot
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BUILDING STRONG®
 All Feasibility Studies expected to follow 3-3-3 Rule
 3 Year study duration
 $3 Million maximum per study cost
 Vertical team integration at 3 command levels (District, MSC,
HQUSACE)
 Exemption process for very large, complex studies that cannot meet
the 3- year and/or $3 million policy
 Feasibility Cost Sharing Agreement (FCSA) is first step – executed 
February 2016
 Project Management Plan (PMP) and Scope of Work to be initially 
developed and updated throughout conduct of the study
 Risk-informed Decision making which focuses on Decision focused rather 




 Reorients the planning process away from simply 
collecting data or completing tasks and refocuses it on 
doing the work required to reduce uncertainty 
 Iterative sequence of planning decisions required to 
complete a quality study
 Level of detail required to make planning decisions will 





 USACE interest is consistent with our primary missions and 
consistent with Administration priorities
 Does the language of the study authority cover the situation?
 Is the situation related to a Corps “mission”?
 Are traditional project purposes involved?
 Is the situation within the scope of the Federal objective?
 Can the outcomes be described in terms of NED/NER benefit 
categories?







 Navigable waters and their tributaries
 Watershed must have minimum area and 
discharge
 Structural and nonstructural measures
 Flood Plain Management (E.O. 11988)
 Residual Risk should be considered
 No minimum performance or protection
 Single property limitations
 Benefits are reduced flood damages
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BUILDING STRONG®
SIX STEP PLANNING PROCESS
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on array of alternatives
• Identify study 
objectives
• Define Problems & 
Opportunities
• NEPA Scoping
• Inventory & Initial 
Forecast
• Formulate Alternative 
Plans
• Evaluate alternatives 
and identify 
reasonable array
• Develop PMP and 
Review Plan
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BUILDING STRONG®
The Federal objective of water and related 
land resources planning is to contribute to 
national economic development consistent 
with protecting the Nation’s environment, 
pursuant to national environmental statutes, 






 National Economic Development (NED)
 Environmental Quality (EQ)
 Regional Economic Development (RED)
 Other Social Effects (OSE)
BUILDING STRONG®
 Change in value of national outputs of 
goods and services
 NED Cost = all costs required to produce 
the benefits






 Operation, Maintenance, Repair, 
Replacement and Rehabilitation




 Reduction In Physical Damages
►Structure/Content Damage
►Infrastructure Damage










 North Atlantic Coast 
Comprehensive Study
 City of Norfolk Data
►LiDAR
►Parcel data, structure value, content value
►Building type, first floor elevations, occupancy













IDENTIFYING THE NED PLAN
 Without-project damages
 With project damages
 Benefits are damages reduced
 Net benefits are benefits less project costs (total life 
cycle costs, including environmental mitigation)
 Compare across project scales and between alternatives 
to determine plan that yields greatest NED benefits
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At the Alternatives Milestone, we 
must have defined:
 Existing Conditions
 Future Without-Project Conditions
 Array of Alternatives




 Gap Analysis of Available Data
 Continue to develop Management Measures 
(i.e. Building Blocks)
 Use Formulation Strategies to Develop 
Alternatives




NORFOLK FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 
STUDY: POST STUDY
 Chief’s Report to Congress
 Congress authorizes the 
project for construction
 Preconstruction, Engineer 
and Design (PED) phase 
begins
 Project must be budgeted 
(“new start” construction 
currently very competitive)
 Once federal and non-federal 
funds are both available, 
construction can begin
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